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lust with the improper stranger

Pasolini avoided the safe and sought the dangerous
W. HURST ®

commedia del'arte familyscene. He 
inflection of his voice; he alters his 
body to specify each character. A 
shrug is carefully adapted to the 
nature of a fop or a hustler. Daniel 
Allman has fewer characters than 
Pellegrino but he shows a similar 

seek the perilous. Pasolini had a dexterity. In a cinema scene. Allman
dangerous need for sex with Italian manages a shockingly tender quality
street toughs--punks who would that is quite unlike the raunchy
threaten him and gratify him up. By resting his head on Pasolini’s
sexually. He was bludgeoned to shoulder, a street boy becomes
death by one of these punks. trusting vessel, not predator.

Sky Gilbert s script, which draws Less successfully, Angelo Pedari 
heavily from Pasolini s poetry, is less has been given the role of Pasolini’s
true narrative than a string of murderer. Pelosi as well as other
highlights. The audience is shown characters. Pedari looks the hustler
Pasolini rehearsing actors, talking part but he doesn’t sound it. His
with friends and cruising the streets voice rips out of tight chest,
and cinemas. He used street boys in sounding strained even in relaxed
his films, in juxtaposition to people passages. It doesn’t reverberate from
like Silvana Mangano. Mangano’s his guts. Doesn’t he breathe5
patrician and remote beauty made a Arlene Mazerolle is not the only 
harrowing counterpoint to the woman in the show-she is all the
C0lrs.fihust erls- women, playing Laura Betti, Paso-

Gilbert, who also directed the lini’s truest friend, a housewife, even
play, specifies action by location. Rita Hayworth and more. In all these
Upstage left, a riser is used by parts, Mazerolle is extraordinarily
various characters to comment on believable, giving each
Pasolini s work and life. Upstage distinct voice, body language adn
right vignettes are played out to distinct voice, body language, and
2rS,HI-rT'rfwhathe personality. The play's closing 
called the dull life . Centre stage is dialogue, which could be
or the reality of Pasolini’s life: his on understanding, draws the audi-

fllms.his seductions and his murder. ence into a primal grief and love.
arrn cl®ver sta«ln8 a*,ows both Mazerolle lowers her voice and you
actors and audience to deftly shift pitch forward in your seat forget-

Give" the ting that you are watching a
speed of the scene changes, the set- performance.
up is almost mandatory. Moreover, Against the melange of characters 
a ! the actors except Damir Andrei everyone else is busy performing,
as Pasolini undertake a multitude of Andrei has only Posolini, but how
' Frink1 pîluaCterS' , d*es one actor believably combine
Frank Pellegrino is outstanding, the oppositions in Pasolini’s

jn Itkal.\an scre/n, actor- charactter? How does an actor play a 
street stud or bellowing father in a man who is now a cult figure? Andrei

makes the ‘how’ irrelevent. He just opening night audience could
does it. The laconic talk with an congratulate itself for being superior
actor and rebuff of a stylish come-on to people bothered by the depressing
are as much in character as the aspects of Teorema. In fact, Pasolini
hustle in the alleys. In Andrei’s has become a cult figure to those he
performance, the sublime and the • would have loathed: the artsy
brutal form a whole being. intellectual who thrills to dangerous

Unfortunately, the play is less vulgarity in art but avoids it in real
than a cohesive whole, because life.
Pasolini/Pelosi abuses three sym- These simplistic put-downs al- 
bohc people: a suburban housewife. most over-shadow a truly dangerous
a supposedly-sophisticated, profes- suggestion the play does make. In a
sional woman and an urban homo- stark fellatio scene, the street
Hirhp nhh°Se eVCry W°rud i$ agay ilustIer ra«es against Pasolini
cliche. Objecting to the endless because he has been brought to
rr/tlnlln^aSO ini S The Canterbury orgasm and he profanes women as
Tales, hardly minimizes the offended well as his sexual partner in a torrent
person s humanity. Worse still, the of verbal abuse. This pugnaciously

Pasolini/Pelosi is more than a 
dramatization of the murder of Pier 
Paulo Pasolini, the Italian film
maker. This excellent production, at 
the Theatre Centre, delineates the 
need of a man to avoid the safe and

straight man seems to dislike women 
as much as he despises homosexuals. 
He uses the sexual act as aq act of 
control. When he is sexually 
gratified, he sees himself as losing 
power. This drives Pelosi to murder, 
in an attempt to supposedly regain 
his power.

Pasolini/Pelosi realizes some of 
that power, some of that rage. It is a 
jarring play with superb perfor
mances. Like Pasolini’s films, the 
most pungent parts are the most 
brutal. And you'd never see this at 
St, Lawrence Centre.
The Theatre Centre. 666 King St. W. 
Thursday through Sunday until 
April 2. 8 p.m. (2 p.m. Sunday)
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G.V. Chesterton onstape

One man show blends artist with art
PAUL PIVATOIn G.K.C., English writer G.K. Îon' ^ °f k hest“' and, with nothing more to say. exits.
Chesterton is the subject of a audience her antinS tba[ tbe ,n G.K.C., Chesterton is por- 
brilliant one-man performance. writer himse f ^ y ^ ^ ina“ '\is co,ours: disorderly.
Impersonated by Tony van Bridge nci_„ n absent-minded, critical, humourous
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Chesterton, van Bridge changes into Chesterton’s writings never hap-
Vhctorian apparel and dons a grey pens. Rather, van Bridge weaves 0ne of the highlights of the show 
WIR' His transformation complete, together choice fragments of auto- is chunks of dialogue taken from en-
van Bridge steps forward and biography and writing that spellbind counters between Chesterton and
introduces himself as G.K. Chester- the audience and evoke the zest and b*s r'val George Bernard Shaw. In

— charm of Chesterton. one such encounter, Shaw pointed to
First performed at the Shaw Chesterton’s swollen gut and asked,

£| Festival in 1970, G.K.C. was “what are you going to call it?”
: written, devised and arranged by van Chesterton calmly replied: “If it is a
|| Bridge, who recently appeared in the 6irl. I shall call it Elizabeth. If it is a
f I CBC mini-series Empire, Inc. b°y-1 shall call it Gilbert Keith. But,
il G.K.C. ends rather suddenly and if it is only wind, I shall call it George 
{I unsatisfactorily with the conclusion Bernard Shaw.”
Î of a FatheJ. Brown st,ory- The ending G.K.C. triumphs as a sparkling 
J seems arbitrary. When van Bridge witty play that captures both Chest-
si leaves the stage, it appears as if he erton the man and Chesterton the
: bas simply grown tired of speaking writer.

woman a

a sermon

van
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:TOM SELLECK BESS ARMSTRONG in

igh Road Tb China
Fun and adventure at every turn.
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: Art exhibit at Atkinson
:

The real risks of surrealism
j| STEPHANIE-LYN GROSS
}I Tn some countries, surrealism is 
f I not an easy way of life,” said artist- 
|| publisher Ludwig Zeller. He and 
:| Susanna Wald presented their 
! surrealist art exhibit. The 
f Exquisitely Lively Corpse last 
|| Wednesday at Atkinson College. 

Both Zeller and Wald have lived in 
Toronto since 1971, working as 

i| artists and running the Oasis 
j| publication which they founded in 
• | 1975. Before moving to Toronto 
11 from Santiago. Chile, they had 
î| UP Casade de la Luna, which 
|| intended to regroup “artists and 
! poets interested in surrealism". 
:| according to Zeller.

Zeller and Wald have collected 
paintings, drawings, sculpture and 
peotry from countries around the 
world. Using these works, as well as 
their
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own, they have produced 
several shows in Toronto.

In the Fellows Lounge, several 
paintings were displayed, three by 
Wald and Zeller. One notable oil. by 
Philip West entitled Telephonic 
Fish-hook was detailed and 
powerful. Zeller displayed his own 
collage of mixed media entitled The 
Terrace of Thirst. The Sea Cocoon by 
Guy Rousille was a four-colour 
lithograph. Most of the paintings 
and drawings used the same basic 
colour scheme: dark grey, blue, 
burnt orange and black. A dramatic 
effect was achieved by the use of 
bold lines and animated shape, 
characteristic to all the art in the 
show.
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X: Several small sculptures in both 

clay and bronze paled beside the 
impact of the paintings and the 
incredible amount of published 
work. Forty books and 14

:
:

H GOLDEN HARVEST ZJAOfVWFICM Prawn, :

CASSANDRA GAVA &A B«AN G. HUTTON Flkn :
:

WScK: maga
zines, plus pamphlets and exhibit 
programmes from around the world 
were shown. Few were in English.

Zeller, a native of Chile, had
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